NOTICE
Dear [Governor name here]; halito,
i view you as a man acting in the capacity of Governor;
i am [man or woman whichever you are], [your name or aboriginal title goes here];
There are enough of us American Aboriginals aka American Indians all over the
country, who wishes to exercise their rights to TRAVEL, but the DMV is interfering
with this right;
Whereas, the Judiciary and legislative branch of Government is saying that the law
require us to have a Driver’s License, and that is unlawful; it might be legal but it’s
unlawful.
Whereas, we reserve our creator given rights to TRAVEL our ancestral lands without
a Driver’s License; that is a form of forced assimilation.
Whereas, we are not operating in commerce, therefore, we require of you to get the
DMV to modify.
We have pointed out the problem, and we are offering the solution;
For every one who turns in their License, they have to provide a special tag made for
people who wishes to be exempt from using a Driver’s License when TRAVELING; or
the people can make up their own in order to alleviate the burden of cost on the
state.
Whereas, It is unlawful to turn a right into a privilege and charge for it; The tag can
simple say, RIGHT TO TRAVEL.
We believe that should be done posthaste for men and women who wishes not to be
harassed or harmed on the byways and highways in their means of TRAVEL.
Our wish is to exercise this HUMAN rights; The right to TRAVEL.
Looking forward to an immediate response from you, thanks.
Respectfully,
Your name or aboriginal title goes here
Your address
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Replace all the info that’s in red with the applicable information e.i, put governor
name if it goes to the governor, put U.S secretary if that’s where you are sending it
to. You want to send notices to U.S secretary, the Governor, the Attorney General of
your state and to the Sheriff.
2. This NOTICE must be sent through the courts via PROCESS SERVICE; ask the court
to send it to the U.S Secretary, the Governor etc.
3. You will be sending out four (4) NOTICES and you will be responsible to pay the
court fee(s) for their services, they will let you know how much.
*A GIFT FROM ME TO YOU*
THIS IS VERY SIMPLE AND STRAIGHT FORWARD; HOWEVER, IF YOU REQUIRE MY
SERVICES THEN YOU CAN SET UP A CONSULTATION; ALL CONSULTAIONS ARE $60
FOR UP TO AN HOUR VIA PHONE AND OR SKYPE.

